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Abstract: 

Software-as-an accommodation (SaaS) makes 

utilization of a cloud computing infrastructure to 

distribute their applications to many users regardless 

of their location. Because of this sharing nature SaaS 

clouds are vulnerably susceptible and provide more 

opportunities for assailants to exploit the system 

susceptibility and perform strategic attacks. In this 

paper, we present IntTest, an efficacious 

accommodation integrity attestation framework for 

SaaS clouds. IntTest provides an integrated graph 

attestation analysis method that can pinpoint 

malignant accommodation providers than subsisting 

methods. Additionally IntTest will automatically 

redress the corrupted result that are engendered by 

the malevolent accommodation providers and 

supersede it with good results engendered by benign 

accommodation providers. Our experimental results 

show that our scheme is efficacious and can achieve 

higher precision in pinpointing the assailants than 

the subsisting approaches. 
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attacks, Service Integrity, Accuracy. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources over a 

network. Cloud computing mainly fixates on 

maximizing the efficacy of the shared resources. 

Software as an accommodation describes any cloud 

accommodation where consumers are able to access 

software applications over the cyber world. Clouds are 

providing many types of accommodations like 

applications, infrastructures etc. Software-as-a-

accommodation (SaaS) clouds (e.g., Amazon Web 

Accommodation (AWS) and Google AppEngine) build 

upon the concepts of software as an accommodation 

and serviceoriented architecture (SOA) which enable 

application accommodation providers (ASPs) to 

distribute their applications via the massive cloud 

computing infrastructure[1].Cloud computing 

infrastructures are shared by utilizing ASPs from 

different security domains, because of that its 

vulnerably susceptible. 

 

Now a days the cloud computing technology is popular 

because it is a magnetizing technology in computer 

science field. This paper concentrate on the integrity 

attacks on software as an accommodation clouds and 

because of that the utilizer will receive deplorable 

results after processing the data. Fig.1 shows the 

integrity attacks in software as an accommodation 

clouds. Majority of software as an accommodation 

cloud solutions are predicated on a multitenant 

architecture. In the antecedent research papers 

confidentiality and privacy bulwark quandaries are 

studied extensively but the accommodation integrity 

attestation quandary was not opportunely addressed. In 
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software as an accommodation cloud one of the most 

consequential quandaries that need to be addressed is 

this accommodation integrity, no matter whether the 

data processing in cloud is public or private data. In 

the antecedent papers they are provided some software 

integrity attestation techniques but most of them 

requires special trusted hardware or secure kernel 

fortifies and because of these reasons that cannot be 

deployed in sizably voluminous scale cloud 

computing. This paper presents IntTest, an incipient 

framework for multi tenant cloud systems. This 

technique provides the novel integrated attestation 

graph analysis technique that will provide a more 

vigorous assailant pinpointing power than the 

subsisting schemes. It will automatically enhance the 

result quality by superseding the deplorable results that 

are engendered by the assailers by good results that are 

engendered by the benign accommodation providers. 

This can achieve higher assailant pinpointing precision 

than subsisting techniques Run Test and Adap Test. 

 
Fig 1: Service integrity attacks in clouds. 

 

Concretely, RunTest and AdapTest as well as 

traditional majority voting schemes need to surmise 

that benign accommodation providers take majority in 

every accommodation function. In sizably 

voluminous-scale multitenant cloud systems, 

immensely colossal number of malignant assailers may 

launch colluding attacks on the targeted 

accommodation functions to make them malevolent. 

To address this challenge, IntTest takes a holistic 

approach by systematically examining both 

consistency and erraticism relationships among 

different accommodation providers within the entire 

cloud system. IntTest checks both per-function 

consistency and the ecumenical erraticism graphs. An 

advantage of utilizing this IntTest is it cannot only 

pinpointing the malignant assailants more efficiently 

but additionally it can suppress truculent assailers and 

withal limit the scope of damage that are caused by the 

assailments. The experimental result shows that 

IntTest can achieve more precision in pinpointing 

malignant assailers than any other subsisting schemes. 

Additionally this IntTest is more scalable and it will 

reduce overhead engendered by the attestation more 

than the other voting schemes. 

This paper implements Efficient and distributed 

service integrity attestation 

 Efficient and distributed service integrity 

attestation framework for large scale cloud 

computing infrastructures. 

 An integrated service integrity attestation 

scheme that can achieve higher pinpointing 

accuracy than existing techniques. 

 A result auto correction technique is used that 

will• automatically correct the corrupted 

results produced by malicious attackers and 

replace it with good results. 

 The analytical study and experimental 

evaluation used to quantify the accuracy and 

overhead of the service integrity attestation 

method. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 presents the cognate work. Section 3 provides the 

proposed system in detail. Section 4 presents the main 

modules. Determinately, the paper concludes in 

section 5. 

 

2. Related Work 

In recent years many integrity attestation schemes have 

been developed for software as an accommodation 

clouds. For example the BIND technique, AdapTest 

technique, RunTest technique etc. but all of these are 

having some quandaries some of them needs secure 

kernel support and special trusted hardware 
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components. In BIND (Binding Information and Data) 

technique is a verification method of integrity 

accommodations that are provided by the software as 

an accommodation cloud system. It was a fine grained 

attestation framework and can provide the verification 

through a secure kernel or by a third party. 

 

This technique utilizes the following steps: 

1) Attestation annotation mechanism 

2) Sandbox mechanism 

3) Verification of authenticator through hash. 

 

BIND method utilizes the DiffeeHellman key 

exchange for the purport of integrity attestation. 

Another subsisting technique is TEAS (Timed 

Executable Agent System) this is utilized for 

forfending the integrity of cloud computing platforms. 

An agent generation and verification algorithm is 

utilized in this TEAS method. Another one subsisting 

technique is the runtest, it is a scalable runtime 

integrity attestation framework. It provides a light 

weight application level attestation method to assure 

the integrity of daa flow processing in cloud. This will 

will identify the mendacious data flow processing and 

will pinpoint mallicious data processing 

accommodation provider and atlast it will detect the 

assailers deportment. This RunTest will provide the 

benign accommodation providers and will determine 

the malevolent deportment of the assailants. But the 

disadvantage is its low performance. 

 

The AdapTet is another one subsisting technique, it 

provides a novel adaptive data driven runtime 

accommodation integrity attestation framework. This 

method will significantly reduce the overhead of 

attestation and will shorten the delay. It treats all 

components as ebony boxes and it does not require any 

special hardware or software requisites. In this 

AdapTest it will reduce the attestation overhead and 

the detection of maleficent assailers or accommodation 

providers will be high when compared to other 

techniques. All the above methods that are utilized in 

the subsisting papers are having some disadvantages. 

And to surmount that disadvantages this IntTest is 

utilizing. And by utilizing this IntTest it will provides 

more integrity and it will provide more precision in 

pinpointing the malignant assailers and 

accommodation providers. Withal it will provide a 

result auto rectification method and will redress the 

deplorable results and supersede it with good results 

and additionally in this it does not require any special 

hardware and secure kernel support. 

 

Proposed System: 

Software as an accommodation and accommodation 

oriented architecture are the fundamental concepts of 

SaaSclouds and this will sanction the application 

accommodation provider to distribute their application 

via cloud computing infrastructure. In our proposed 

method we are introducing an incipient concept called 

IntTest. The main goal of IntTest is, it can pinpoint all 

the malevolent accommodation providers. IntTest will 

treat all the accommodation providers as ebony boxes 

and this does not require any special hardware or 

secure kernel support. When we are considering the 

astronomically immense scale cloud system multiple 

accommodation providers may simultaneously 

compromised by a single malevolent assailant. In this 

we surmise that the malevolent nodes are not having 

any erudition about the other nodes except those which 

they are directly interacting. In this proposed system 

we are making some posits. 

 

First of all we are postulating that the total number 

malignant accommodation components are less than 

that of the total number of benign accommodation 

providers in the entire cloud. This posits is very 

paramount because without this postulation, it would 

be arduous for any assailment detecting scheme to 

work successfully. The second posit is the data 

processing accommodations are consequential 

deterministic. That is, the same input that is giving by 

a benign accommodation component will always 

engender the same output. And conclusively we 

surmise that the erraticism caused by hardware or 

software faults can be omitted from malevolent 
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attacks. Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the 

proposed system. In this the utilize give request to 

cloud the serve will be deployed in the cloud the cloud 

will forward the utilizer request to the SaaS and the 

replication will be send to the cloud by the SaaS. And 

then the IntTest process will be done. After that the 

result auto rectification will be done. After that the 

result will be send to the utilize by the cloud. The 

architecture shows this IntTest module in detail  

 
Fig 2: Over all architecture of the proposed method. 

 

3. Implementation 

3.1 Baseline Attestation Scheme 

IntTest is utilized to detect the accommodation 

integrity attack and to pinpoint maleficent 

accommodation providers. For that first we are 

deriving the consistency and erraticism relationship 

between accommodation providers. Instead, we replay 

the attestation data on different accommodation 

providers after receiving the processing result of the 

pristine data. Thus, the malignant assailers cannot 

evade the jeopardy of being detected when they 

engender mendacious results on the pristine data. 

Albeit the replay scheme may cause delay in a single 

tuple processing, we can overlap the attestation and 

mundane processing of consecutive tuples in the data 

stream to obnubilate the attestation delay from the 

utilizer. 

 

 

3.2 Integrated Attestation Scheme 

Here we present an integrated attestation graph 

analysis algorithm. Step 1: Consistency analysis: In the 

first step it will examine the per-function consistency 

graph and will pinpoint suspicious accommodation 

providers. The consistency links in the consistency 

graph will provide a set of accommodation providers. 

It will keep consistent with each other on a categorical 

accommodation function. The benign accommodation 

providers will always keep consistent with each other 

and will compose a clique in terms of consistency 

links. The colluding assailants can endeavor to elude 

from being detected.  

 

Then next we must examine the perfunction in 

consistency graph additionally. Step 2: Erraticism 

analysis: This erraticism graph will contain only the 

erraticism links, this may subsist in different possible 

cumulations of the benign node and the maleficent 

node set. First we postulate that the total number of 

malignant accommodation providers in the cloud 

system is not more than the benign accommodation 

providers, then we can pinpoint a set of malignant 

accommodation providers. If two accommodation 

providers are connected by an erraticism link, we can 

verbalize that any one of them is maleficent. 

 

3.3 Result Auto Correction for Attacks 

IntTest can not only pinpoint malevolent 

accommodation providers but additionally it will 

autocorrect the corrupted data processing results with 

good results to amend the result quality of the cloud 

data processing accommodation. Without our 

attestation scheme, once if a pristine data input is 

transmuted by any maleficent assailant, then the 

processing result of that input will be corrupted and 

which will result in degraded result quality. IntTest 

provides the attestation data and the malevolent node 

pinpointing results to detect and rectify compromised 

data processing results[1]. IntTest will examine both 

the erraticism and consistency graphs to make a final 

decision to pinpoint the maleficent accommodation 

provider. This technique can achieve higher detection 
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rate than any other subsisting technique and will have 

low erroneous alarm rate than others. Additionally 

IntTest can achieve higher detection precision than any 

other techniques when malevolent accommodation 

providers attack more nodes. This method will identify 

the assailers albeit they assail a very low percentage of 

accommodations. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we introduced a novel integrated 

accommodation integrity attestation graph analysis 

scheme for multitenant software-as-a-accommodation 

cloud system. IntTest utilizes a replication predicated 

consistency check to verify the accommodation 

providers. IntTest will analyses both the consistency 

and erraticism graphs to find the malignant assailers 

efficiently than any other subsisting techniques. And 

additionally it will provide a result auto rectification to 

amend the result quality. 
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